Business Intelligence Developer
Home-Based
This is an exceptional opportunity to join our vibrant, rapidly evolving company as Business Intelligence Developer,
supporting the implementation and delivery of a strategic BI roadmap which simplifies, standardises, and optimises
the group-wide BI landscape.
Redde Northgate was formed in early 2020 following a successful merger, bringing together a broad mix of marketleading operating companies to become the UK’s foremost integrated mobility solutions provider. High quality data
and commercial insight is at the heart of our approach and we strive to continuously review how we deliver our
services, the innovation opportunity we provide and our overall approach to the demands of our growing, corporate
business.
Joining us in the early stages of our exciting journey, you will support to BI Development Manager by writing queries,
building Data warehouse components and designing ETL process solutions which solve real-life business problems for
our operational and leadership communities. Your technical knowledge, your ability to provide business-driven BI
and your commitment to continuously improving our reporting have a direct impact in enabling the Company to
achieve our operational and commercial objectives.
In short, this is an exciting opportunity in a busy, constantly evolving environment.
About you:
•

•
•
•
•
•

You are an experienced BI and Reporting professional with a good understanding of SQL scripting and stored
procedure experience (preferably supported by accredited training) gained in a BI and reporting
development environment;
You are an expert in designing BI solutions on the BI SQL Service Stack (e.g. DBE, SSAS, SSIS, SSRS) for use
with MS SharePoint, Power BI or similar technologies;
You have experience in dimensional warehousing and ETL;
You have excellent data cleansing, quality, profiling, modelling, integration skills;
You can demonstrate a good understanding of database architecture and database design;
You work collaboratively with those around you proactively building exceptional working relationships with
internal and external stakeholders – you are equally able to shape the decisions with well-informed views;

As Business Intelligence Developer, we offer you:
•
•
•

A rewarding salary, reflecting your experience and specialist knowledge.
Additional employee benefits (including employee assistance, life assurance, pension, discount schemes etc.)
An exciting opportunity to help build new Group-wide ways of working with a broad range of like-minded
peers and BI Specialists, all aiming for the same goal.

Be part of our future
If you would love to join our team as BI Developer we encourage you to find out more. Apply today by emailing your
CV to apply@northgate-careers.com.

